Dear Dr Iskandar Muda:

Thank you for submitting the manuscript #32289 "Measuring Internal Auditor's Intention to Blow The Whistle (A Quasi-Experiment of Internal Auditors In The Local Government)" to Business: Theory and Practice. You can keep track of its progress through the manuscript's URL:

http://goto.arphahub.com/rf5kBiGRWnDL

You can also view all manuscripts with which you are associated either as submitting author, or reviewer, or editor by clicking on the My tasks button on the journal's homepage, after login.

Thank you for considering Business: Theory and Practice as the venue for your work.
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Dear author,

please find the review reports online.

Please revise your paper according to the reviewers comments.

Please submit the edited paper as soon as possible.

Best regards

---

Dear Dr Iskandar Muda:

We are pleased to inform you that the review process of your manuscript #32289 "Measuring Internal Auditor’s Intention to Blow The Whistle (A Quasi-Experiment of Internal Auditors In The Local Government)" has been completed and the editorial decision is: Minor revision.

The revised version should be submitted as manuscript text in DOC, DOCS, ODF or RTF formats corrected by using Track Changes tools. Additional or supplementary files, figures and references can also be added or replaced at this point.

Authors must address all critiques of the referees in a response letter to the editor and submit it along with the revised manuscript through the online editorial system. Please copy all comments into one document and add your response behind each critique using different formatting to allow easy following of your response. In case a response letter is not submitted by the authors, the editor has the right to reject the manuscript without further evaluation.

We expect your revised version within 7 days, by 13/02/2019, if not sooner. Please kindly inform us if you will need more time to submit the revised version.

Once again, thank you for choosing Business: Theory and Practice as the venue for your work.
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Dear author,

please reduce the scope of article until 14 pages (45000 symbols with spaces).

Thanks

---

Dear Dr Iskandar Muda:

We are pleased to inform you that the review process of your manuscript #32289 "Measuring Internal Auditor’s Intention to Blow The Whistle (A Quasi-Experiment of Internal Auditors In The Local Government)" has been completed and the editorial decision is: Minor revision.

The revised version should be submitted as manuscript text in DOC, DOCS, ODF or RTF formats corrected by using Track Changes tools. Additional or supplementary files, figures and references can also be added or replaced at this point.

Authors must address all critiques of the referees in a response letter to the editor and submit it along with the revised manuscript through the online editorial system. Please copy all comments into one document and add your response behind each critique using different formatting to allow easy following of your response. In case a response letter is not submitted by the authors, the editor has the right to reject the manuscript without further evaluation.

We expect your revised version within 7 days, by 25/02/2019, if not sooner. Please kindly inform us if you will need more time to submit the revised version.

Once again, thank you for choosing Business: Theory and Practice as the venue for your work.
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Dear Dr Iskandar Muda:

We are pleased to inform you that the review process of your manuscript #32289 "Measuring Internal Auditor’s Intention to Blow The Whistle (A Quasi-Experiment of Internal Auditors In The Local Government)" has been completed and it was accepted for publication.

We expect that even in cases when the revised version is accepted in the form it has been submitted, there can be some small last-minute changes required or recommended. Please note that reviewers and editor might have also made comments and Track/Change corrections in your manuscript, that you have also to check and consider!

We shall expect your final version within 3 days, by 03/03/2019, if not earlier. Additional or supplementary files can also be replaced at this point with corrected versions.

Once again, thank you for choosing Business: Theory and Practice as the venue for your work!
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Dear Dr Iskandar Muda:

We wish to remind you again about the delayed submission of the ready-for-layout version of your manuscript #32289 "Measuring Internal Auditor’s Intention to Blow The Whistle (A Quasi-Experiment of Internal Auditors In The Local Government)" accepted for publication on 28/02/2019.

We expect that, even in cases when the revised version has been accepted in the form it was submitted, there may be some small last-minute changes required or recommended. Please note that reviewers and editors might also have made comments and Track/Change corrections in your manuscript, which you also have to check and consider!

Kindly let us know when can we expect your final version. Additional or supplementary files can also be replaced at this point with corrected versions.

Once again, thank you for choosing Business: Theory and Practice as the venue for your work.
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Iskandar Muda <iskandar1@usu.ac.id>
Kepada: [Kutipan teks disembunyikan] 4 Maret 2019 14.56

Dear Editorial

Excuse me Sir. I have sent the revised results along with the supplement file.

Sincerely Yours,

Dr. Iskandar Muda
Universitas Sumatera Utara, Medan, Indonesia

Iskandar Muda <iskandar1@usu.ac.id>
Kepada: hamidhabbe@gmail.com 4 Maret 2019 16.26

[Kutipan teks disembunyikan]
Dear Dr Iskandar Muda:

This is an automated message to inform you that the copy editing process of your manuscript #32289 "Measuring Internal Auditor’s Intention to Blow The Whistle (A Quasi-Experiment of Internal Auditors In The Local Government)" has been completed.

Please carefully check and respond to the Copy editor's comments and corrections, if any, and confirm through the online editorial system that the manuscript is ready for layout within 3 days, by 11/03/2019, if not sooner.
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Dear Dr Iskandar Muda:

This is an automated message to inform you that the copy editing process of your manuscript #32289 "Measuring Internal Auditor’s Intention to Blow The Whistle (A Quasi-Experiment of Internal Auditors In The Local Government)" has been completed.

Please carefully check and respond to the Copy editor's comments and corrections, if any, and confirm through the online editorial system that the manuscript is ready for layout within 3 days, by 15/03/2019, if not sooner.
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Iskandar Muda <iskandar1@usu.ac.id>

[Business: Theory and Practice] Submission #32289: 1st PDF Proof Uploaded

24 April 2019 13.09

Dear Dr Iskandar Muda:

The proof (in PDF format) of your manuscript #32289 "Measuring Internal Auditor’s Intention to Blow The Whistle (A Quasi-Experiment of Internal Auditors In The Local Government)" has been uploaded on the Business: Theory and Practice website for checking.

Please read through the proof carefully and mark all errors by using Sticky Note and Text Edit tools of Acrobat. Alternatively, you could upload a list of your corrections in a text file (e.g. DOC or RTF), specifying the exact page, paragraph and line of each correction and suggested text for replacement. Sending a list of corrections through email is possible, but not encouraged as it may cause unnecessary delay in processing your manuscript.

We expect an upload of your corrections on the journal's website within 3 days, by 27/04/2019, if not sooner. Please kindly inform us if you need more time for checking the proofs.
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Iskandar Muda <iskandar1@usu.ac.id>

Kepada: "Business: Theory and Practice" <btp@arphahub.com>

24 April 2019 15.20

Dear Editorial

I agree for publication for my manuscript Sir.

Sincerely Yours,

Dr. Abdul Hamid Habbe
Universitas Hasanuddin, Makassar, Indonesia

Dr. Iskandar Muda
Universitas Sumatera Utara, Medan, Indonesia

[Kutipan teks disembunyikan]
Dear Dr Iskandar Muda:

We are pleased to inform you that your paper #32289 "Measuring internal auditor’s intention to blow the whistle (a Quasi-experiment of internal auditors in the local government)" was published in Business: Theory and Practice, doi: 10.3846/btp.2019.22.

We recommend announcing the paper to your personal contacts or groups of interest (e.g. through email newsletters, Twitter, Facebook, Mendeley or other networks) and by linking it to relevant websites to expedite distribution and dissemination of your publication.

Once again, thank you very much for considering Business: Theory and Practice as a publication venue for your work.
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Dear Editorial

Thanks very much Sir,

Sincerely Yours,

Dr. Abdul Hamid Habbe
Dr. Iskandar Muda